
 

BOB (Banking On Brains) UNIQUENESS STRUCTURE 

FROM INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL VALORIZATION STANDPOINT 

 

INNOVATION AND COMPETITIVENESS are quality factors typical of Project BOB. They           

represent “Patrimony One” in the PEC (Protected Environment Companies) arena, i.e.           

COMMERCIAL IDEAS. Students-entrepreneurs' PROFESSIONAL PROFILES constitute      

“Patrimony Two”. 

 

PHASE ONE: STRUCTURING 

All the STUDENTS and their PECs are TRAINED TO INNOVATION since the initial             

presentation and during preparatory activities. The training provided is unique and           

integrates COMPETITIVE IDEA DEVELOPMENT (phase 1 “upstream”) with its REAL          

CAPABILITY TO CREATE VALUE (phase 2 “downstream”). 

PECs' natural "practicability" is owed to VALOR SYSTEM, an UE COMMISSION project. 

VALOR contains elements ensuring full comprehension, perfect “Business Proposition”         

execution, and strong support by european, national and local public institutions, which all             

R&I (Research and Innovation) strategies and resources depend upon. 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY EXPERTISE of BOB's partners and patenting experts assure that           

Intellectual Capital will be strongly structured on the “LEGAL and TECHNICAL” plan, during             

the phase of “COMPETITIVE POSITIONING” and in determining the “PATRIMONIAL VALUE”           

of patents, rights, brands, design or know-how that will be developed by and for PECs. 

 

PHASE TWO: PROMOTION AND VALORIZATION 

PECs and their original products/services will be included into BOB's partners'           

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUITS to stimulate foreign operators focus on PECs' “INNOVATIVE”          

ASSETS (immaterial goods). 

This Network will feed STOCK TRADING activities (negotiated during the special BYSE            

STOCK EXCHANGE - Brainy Youth Stock Exchange), and the actual VALORIZATION through            

online/offline Investment Offers or other means (e.g. Joint Venture) directly conveyed to            

PECs. 

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONS provide BOB with the most effective          

technique of IMMATERIAL GOODS (intangibles) VALORIZATION ever seen, with more than           

US$ 240 million traded directly, only platform used by R&D, University, Industry and             

Finance on a global scale. 

BOB's Auction, thanks to partnerships with various U.S. companies, including Ocean Tomo            

(world leader in the field), features a live event and DECISION-MAKER targeting in             

TECH-TRANSFER and FINANCE areas for the following online phase. 
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